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Goals for 2018 Symposium

• Smooth transition
  • Maintain the character of the symposium
  • Stabilize organizing efforts at the new venue to maintain the high standard of S&P operations
  • Pave the way for future S&P events

• Broaden participation: all of the symposium’s paper presentations will be video-recorded and will be publicly posted online

• Continue supporting speed mentoring

• Continue to leverage paid, professional support – this is critical
Overall Successes for 2018 – 1

• Tried the continuous paper submission, review, and publishing model
• 63 papers accepted, record number; reaching single-track limit
• Registration (as of May 22)
  • Number of symposium attendees: 592 (record)
  • Workshop-only attendees: 105 (record)
  • Total attendees: 697 (record)
• Code of conduct – initial version on line
• Continued speed mentoring and presentations on YouTube
Overall Successes for 2018 – 2

• Non-trivial increase in registration fees to cover costs (F&B, Internet)
• Registration discount with hotel room booking
• Registration revenue (as of May 22) – $693,245.00
• Very strong donations – total $145K
• Additional support from TC – total $22.5K
• Student travel applications & support
  • Number of applications: 53
  • Number of supported students: 45
  • Special thanks to NSF, ARO, ONR
Donations

• Platinum supporters ($20K)
  • NSF

• Gold supporters ($10K)
  • ARL
  • Avast
  • Baidu
  • Cisco
  • Facebook
  • Goldman Sachs
  • Google

• Silver supporters ($5K)
  • CERT/SEI
  • IBM Research
  • Microsoft Research
  • ONR
  • Palo Alto Networks
  • Symantec
  • Visa Research
  • VMWare

• Bronze supporters ($2.5K)
  • Intelligent Automation Inc.
  • MIT Lincoln Laboratory
  • NITRD
  • Oxford University Press
  • River Publishers
  • Springer
  • Steer

• IEEE Technical Committee on Security and Privacy - $22.5K